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1
The information in this report is to inform cooperators in industry,
colleagues at the University, producers, and other interested persons of
I • ,
the results of the 1975 field evaluation of herbicides used to control
weeds in corn, grain sorghum. and soybeans. The information does not
constitute a recommendation or endorsement. Weed control suggestions
may be found in Report of Progress 254. "Chemical Weed Control in Field
Crops, 1976."










E. L DuPont De Nemours and Company
Gulf Oil Chemical Company
Hercules Incorporated
Hopkins Agricultural Chemical Company
Mobil Chemical Company
Monsanto Chemical Company
NOR-AM Agricultural Products. Inc.
Shell Chemical Company
Stauffer Chemical Company












Herbicide Evaluation on Wild Cane at:
Rossville.





























3. Planting: D"te 5/7/75 Rate 1 seed/8" Depth 2.0"- -- ---
I, • Crop Corn Variety Horizon KR-1l7
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 120 P 60 K 0
Wc~dControl Resfjrch plot Data
1. t.oc.u ron : ......:,M::a:::n:::h:.:a:.:t:.:t:.:a:::n:.:.•.....:;Ks:. .-_Coopera tor :_;:.,O~l::i~v.::e=r~G~.-..::Ru=S:::S_____ _
7.. Soi l: Texture Muir Silt Loam_ pH __ .::6;...5::-__ Organic Matter 2.5
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
il
7. Repli cat ions 3 Plot Size 10 ft x 30 ft
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Inco,porated 5/7/75
Preemergent 5/7 /75 Early Post 6/2/75
10, Precipitation after planting: 5/10 - .30" 5/14 - .20"
5/22 - .70" 5/26 - • 3511 5/28 - .45"
5/29 - .22" 5/30 - .22" 6/1 - .15"
11. nate of Crop Injury Rating 7/8/75; WeedControl Rating __ 7~/r..:8~/L7,",5,--_,--_
12. Crop Haturity (SiUing, 50% headed, et c- )
13. Date Harves ted 10/22/7 5
14. :,ummary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et.c s )
The plot area was over seeded with alfalfa seed screenings. Predominant
weed species were pigweed, morning glory. ragweed, velvet leaf, crabgrass,
and foxtail spp. Sunflower and barnyardgrass populations were moderate
to.low. Weed control was adequate in all plots.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, et c , )
Plots treated with Lasso 2.5#/A + Banvel .5#/A had a very small percentage
of leaf burn. All other plots had no real detectable injury.
16. Summaq: (Crop Yield)
Small amounts of precipitation through June, July, and August reduced











LBS. WEED CCNTROl RATING**
A. I. WHEN* BU. --------------------- CROP***
NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROAOlEAF GRASSY INJUR I'--------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
1. SUTAN • ATRAllNE 3.0 • 1.0 PPI 51.5 ~.3 8.8 0.22. lA SSO • ATRAlINE 2.5 + 1.5 PPI 51.0 8.8 5.5 0.0
~. ERAOICANE + ATRAllNE It.O + 1.0 PPI 60.e 8.7 9.5 0.0
4. SUTAN • eGA 18162 3.0 + 1.0 PPI 61.4 8.5 8.8 0.05. ERADIONE • CGA 18167 4.0 • 1.0 PPI 11.1 9.0 9.8 0.0
6. CGA 24705 • CGA 18762 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 41.1 7.8 9.3 0.07. CGA 24705 2.5 PRE 55.0 6.3 9.3 0.0
8. AC 92,553 2.0 PRE 56.0 7.8 8.0 0.0
9. lASSO • AlADEX 2.0 + 1.6 PRE 56.9 8.3 9.1 0.0
10. ATRAllNE 2.4 PRE 56.9 9.5 6.0 0.0
1I. AC 92,553 • G-30021 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 58.2 t;.~ B.8 0.012. H-22234 • G-30021 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 58.6 8.2 8.5 0.013. RAMROO/ATRAl TNE 4.14 PRE 58.8 E.3 8.1 0.014. lASSO 3.0 PRE 60.0 8.0 9.5 0.015. lASSO • LOROX 2.0 + 1.0 PRE 62.6 7.5 9.5 0.0
16. LA SSO • ATRAllNE 2.0 • 1.5 PRE 62.1 9.5 9.3 0.217. CP50144 • MC 4379( 4F) 2.0 + 1.5 PRE 62.1 8.2 9.3 0.218. CGA 24705 • G-30027 1.5 • 1.2 PRE 63.8 'l.2 'l.5 0.019. BLADE X 3.0 PRE 66.7 8.2 9.2 0.2
20. LASSO • FOX 4 2.0 • .75 PRE 70.9 8.3 9.5 0.2
21. LASSO. BAN~E l 2.5 • 0.5 PRE 11.4 8.8 9.5 0.3
22. ELAOEX • 1 GAl OIL 2.0 EP 45.5 5.5 e.1 0.023. OUTFOX 4L .15 EP 55.8 8.0 3.5 0.0
24. ~ANO WEED 58.9 9.5 9.5 0.025. NO TREATMENT 43.6 0.0 0.0 0.0--------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
TE ST A~ERAGES 59.0 8.0 8.3 0.0




* WhEN APPL lED: PRE
PPI
EP
(CCMPLETE CCVERAGE AFTER PLANTING'
(PREPLANT INCORPORATED I
(EARLY PCST,
** WEED CONTROL RATING: 10- COMPLETE CONTROL
o - NO CONTROL
*"* CROP INJURY RATING' 10 - COMPLETF KILL




















We~dControl Research Plot Data
L Location: Scandia Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silty Clay LoampH 5.8 Organic Matter 2.0
3. Planting: Date 5/1 Rate 26,997 Depth 2"
4. Crop Corn Variety NC+ 85SX
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 193 P 24 K 6
6. Seedbed Condition: (x) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications "'3 Plot Size __ .....;:1:,:,0:"',,,:,::x-,",,-3:;:.0_' _
8.
9.
Gallons of Spray per Acre __ .:;.20~_Carrier: (x) Water ( ) Fert.
Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated ...;;5;.:./.;;;1"- _
Preemergent ~5~/~3 __ Early Post 6/6
10. Precipitation after planting: May - 1.58" June - 6.36"
July - 0.29" August - 3/38" Sept. - 1.51"
Irrigated - 7/3, 7/15, 7/25, 8/2, 8/10
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating ___ ; Weed Control Rating 6/17, 9/23
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, erc .) _
13. Date Harvested 9;.../2_3..;1_7_5 _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunti~.ch~orosis, etc.)







LBS. WEED CONTROL RATING·.
A.I. WHEN· BU. --------------------- CROP•••NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROAOLEAF GRASSY INJURY----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1• SUTAN + CGA 18762 3.0 + 1.0 PPI 130.7 8.3 6.7 2.32. LASSO • ArRA2l NE 2.5 • 1.5 PPI 134.0 10.0 7.3 0.03. SUTAN + ArRAllNE 3.0 • 1.0 PPI 144.7 9.3 7.0 0.04. ERAOI CANE + ATRAZINE 4.0 • 1.0 PPI 148.3 9.0 803 0.05. ERADICANE • CGA 18762 4.0 • 1.0 PPI 148.3 9.3 9.3 0.0
6. 8LADEX 3.0 PRE 136.3 4.3 6.0 0.07. LA SSO 3.0 PRE 140.7 8__0 4.0 0.08. H-22234 • G- 30027 1.5 • 1.0 PRE 141.7 8. C 6.7 1.7~.LASSC • FOX 4 2.0 + .75 PRE 144.3 8.0 5.7 0.010. AC 92,553 + G-30C27 1.5 • 1.5 PRE 146.7 9.0 7.3 0.0
11. CGA 24705 + G-30027 1.5 • 1.2 PRE 147.3 8.3 5.7 0.012. AC 92,553 2.0 PRE 147.3 8.3 7.3 0.013. CP50144 • MC 437914FI 2.0 + 1.5 PRE 150.7 8.3 6.7 3.314. CGA 24705 • CGA 18762 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 150.7 7.3 7.7 0.015. LASSO • LOROX 2.0 + 1.0 PRE 152.3 8.0 7.0 0.0
16. LASSO • 8LADE X 2.0 • 1.6 PRE 153.0 8.0 6.7 0.017. LASSO + BANV EL 2.5 + 0.5 PRE 161.3 s, 7 7.3 0.018. CGA 24705 2.5 PRE 166.0 6.3 6.0 0.01s, ATRAZJNE 2.4 PRE 167.3 9.0 4.0 0.0~O.LASSO + ATRAZ 'NE 2.0 + 1.5 PR E 110.7 8.0 7.3 0.0
21. RAMROD/ATRAZINE 4.14 PRE 117.0 8.7 7.0 0.0
22. eLADEX • 1 GAL DIL 2.0 EP 143.7 5.C 4.3 0.023. OUTFO X 4L .75 EP 161. a 1>.0 5.7 0.0






• WHEN APPLIED: PRE
PPJ
EP




•• WFED CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE ceNTROL
a - NO CONTROL
••• CROP INJURY RAT ING: 10 - COMPLETE KILL




WeedControl Research Plot Data
L Location: Scandia Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silty Clay LoampH 5.8 Organic 'Matter 2.0
3. Planting: Date 5/1/75 Rate 26997 Depth 2"
4. Crop Com Variety NC+ 85SX
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 181 P 24 K 6
6. Seedbed Condition: (x) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7 1 3 1 10' x 30'• Rep ications ~ P ot Size _-=::....-::..;;;.::- _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre __ 2_0__ Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated _
10. . Precipitation after planting: May - 1.58" Sune - 6.36"
Early Post 6::.i/~6:- _Preemergent _~5~/~3~ _
August - 3. 38" Sept; - 1.51"July - 0.29"
Irrigated - 7/7, 7/19, 7/~2~8~,~8~/~4 ___
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating _____ ; WeedControl Rating _
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et c , )
13. Date Harvested _-29:J../"'25'-l/..!7..5~ _
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)












WHEN. BU. --------------------- CROP•••
APPLIED PER A. BROA~LEAF GRASSY INJURY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I. LASSO + LOROX
2. LASSO + FaX 4




7. LASSO + BLAOEX
8. LASSO + ATRAlINE
9. ATRAZINE
10. CGA 24105 + CGA 18162
11. AC 92,553 + G-30027
12. BLADEX
13. ~-22234 + G-30021
14. RAMROD/ATRAZINE
15. CP50144 + MC 431914FI
16. lASSO + eA~VEL





































































































































10 - COMPLETE CCNTROL
o - NO CONTROL
10 - COMPLETE KIll
0- NO INJURY
11
weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Rossville Cooperator: Larry S. Axthelm
2. Soil: Textute Eudora S.L. pH 5.8 Organic Matter 1.9
3. Plantin~; Date 5/2/7Y .Rate 19400 Depth 2"
4. Crop Corn Variety Pioneer 3369A
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 185 P 44 K

















7. 1 3 1 10' x 30'Rep ications .::... P ot Size __ ...:.::_....::.,;:;;. _
Preemergent ~5~/~2~/~7~5 ___
Preplant Incorporated ...:5~/:::.2!../7:.;5:_.. _
6/12/75Early Post
9. Date Herbicide Applied:
10. Precipitation after planting: May - 5.88" June - 5.75"
I:crigation -7/2 -1.31" 7/8 - 1.55" 7/15 - 1.62"
7/20 - 1. 65" 7/28 - 1.64" 8/8 - 1.62"
Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/13/75; WeedControl Rating 6/13/75
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50X headed, etc.)
11.
13. Date Harvested 9/17/75
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)







L6S. WEED CCNTPCL RATING··
A. I • WHEN. 6U. --------------------- CROP •••NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPlI ED PER A. 6RCAOLEAF GRASSY INJURY-------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
1• SUTAN t ArRAllNE 3.0 t 1.0 PPI 65.3 10.0 10.0 0.32. ERADICANE t CGA 18162 4.0 t 1.0 PP 1 8b.1 10.a 9.1 0.13. SUTAN t eGA 16762 3.0 t 1.0 PPI 91.3 10.0 9.7 1.04. ERADICANE t ATRAlINE 4.0 t 1.0 PPI 101.3 s, 7 9.3 1.75. LASSO t ATRAlINE 2.5 t 1.5 PPI 104.3 10.e 8.3 1.0
b. LASSO t LOPOX 2.0 t 1.a PRE 71.0 S.1 8.7 0.07. PAMReO/ATRAllNE 4.14 PRE 71.0 10.0 1.0 0.08. eGA 24705 t G-30021 1.5 • 1.2 PRE 82.1 10.0 9.3 0.09. LASSO t FCX 4 2.0 t .75 PRE Bb.3 10. a 8.0 0.0La. Ae 92,553 2.0 PRE 88.3 8.3 8.0 0.0
11• eGA 24105 t CGA 18762 1.5 • 1.5 PRE SI.1 10.a 10.0 0.312. LASSO t 8ANVEl 2.5 • 0.5 PRE 98.1 10.0 8.0 1.311. LASSO t 8LAOEX 2.0 • 1.6 PRE 100.1 10. e 9.3 0.014. AC 92,553 t G-30027 1.5 • 1.5 PRE 101.0 10.0 8.3 . 0.315. LASSO 3.0 PRE 102.7 10.0 8.3 0.0
lb. ep50144 • Me 4319 (4F) 2.0 • 1.5 PRE 104.3 8.3 8.0 1.317. H-22234 • G-30021 1.5 • I.a PRE 115.3 10.0 8.3 0.018• 8LAOEX 3.0 PRE 129.7 9.e 10.a 0.119. eGA 24705 2.5 PRE 138.0 6.3 9.1 0.020. LASSO t ATRAllNE 2.0 • 1.5 PRE 149.7 9.3 9.7 0.0
21. ArRA 1I NE 2.4 PRE 160.0 10.0 6.7 0.0
22. 8LAOEX • 1 GAl Oil 2.0 EP 91.3 e.e O. a 0.023. CUTFOX 41 .15 EP 100.3 0.0 0.0 0.0










• WHFN APPLI EO: PRE
PPI
EP
(CCMPLETE COVERAGE AFTER PLANTING'
(PREPLANT INCORPORATEO)
(EARLY peST)
** WEED CCNTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE ceNTROl
o - NO CONHOL
U. CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - COMPLETE Kill
o - NO INJURY
13
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et c s )
Plot area was overseeded with wildcane.
Wildcane
No broadleaf ratings taken.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
No visihle crop inj ury was noted.
We~dControl Research Plot Data




2. pH 5.8 Organic MatterSoil: Texture Eudora S. L. 1.9
3. Planting: Date 5/5/75 2"Rate 18.300 Depth
4. Vari ety __ ~P~i~0~n::;e;:;e;.:r;....:V..::a~r~i;:;e;:;tl..y..;:.3:::.3;;::6:::.9A::..__ ~_Crop Corn














6. Seedbed Condition: (x) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications .::4:..- Plot Size __ ...:l~O:..·_:x'-'=l.;:O~O_' _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _...;:.3~0__ Carrier: (x) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated ..::5.:../;:;,5/~7;.;5~ _
Preemergent _ Early Post
10. Precipitation after planting: May - 5.88" June - 5.75"
Irrigat ion - 7/8 - 2.09"
8/11 - 2.56"
7/31 - 1.57"7/21 - 3.16"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/13/75; Weed Control Rating __ ..::6.:../::;13~/:..:7;.;5:..-_
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 5ln. headed, etc.) _
13. Date Harvested __ ~9~{J.:19:L/L.7L,;5:l..... . _







L8 S. WEED CONTROL RAT I NG••A.I. WHEN. 8U. --------------------- CROP".NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPL I EO PER A. 8ROAOl EAF GRASSI' INJURY---------------------------~------------------------------------------------------
1. SUTAN+ + BLAOEX 4.0 + 2.0 PPI 112.0 0.0 5.0 0.02. SUTAN+ + CGAl 8762 4.0 + 2.0 PPI 112.5 0.0 4.8 0.03. SUTAN+ + ATRAllNE 4.0 + 1.0 PPI 116.8 0.0 6.3 0.04. SUTAN+ 4S + ATRH INE 6.0 + 1. a PPI 116.8 0.0 5.8 0.05. SUTAN+ 4S • ATRAlt NE 4.0 + 1.0 PPI 121.5 0.0 4.9 o, a
6. ERACICANE + ATRAllNE 6.0 + 1. a PPI 122. a o, c 8.4 0.0T. ERAOI CANE + CGA18762 4.0 + 2.0 PPI 123.0 C.O B.5 0.08. ERADI CANE + 8LADEX 4.0 + 2.0 PPI 130.8 0.0 8.5 0.09. ERADICANE + ATRHINE 4.0 + 1.0 PPI 144.8 0.0 8.3 0.0










• WHEN APPLIEC: PPI (PRE~LANT INCORPORATED)
•• WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE CONTRCL
o - NO CONTROL
... CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - COMPLETE KILL
o - NC INJURY
�-------------------~
wced Coru r oL Research Flat D,lta







1. Location: Manhattan. Kana~_ Cooperator: ,Oliver G. RUBs
3. Planting: Date _6::,</",,6,.,./7:...;5=-_Rate .11-beans/ft row Depth
I, • Crop ,;:S,;:o,:,y,;:b;.:e:.:a;::n:.:sVari ety __ ~W:=i~l=l=i~am~s:.- _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N _..:;1.:;..20: P _-::6;:.0. K ~ _










6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( ) _
I • Replications ___ -..:3~__ Plot Size __ ..:1:::0~f~t~x..:3:::0:...:.f;:.t _
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
Preernergent 6/6/75 Early Post ..,;6§u/J,2~M~7c...5l-- _
10. 'recipitation after planting: 6/7 - .35" 6/9 - 1.85"
6/10 - 1.40" 6/16 -.90" 6/21- 3.20"
6/23 - .10"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 7/18/75; Weed Control Rating __ 7~/l.:1:::8~/...!7",5~__
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested 10/9/75
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
The plot area was overseeded with alfalfa seed screeningB. Predominant
weed species were pigweed, morning glory, ragweed, crabgrass, foxtail
spp. There were spare populations of Bunflower and three-seeded mercury
through the plot area. Weed control was adequate in all plota.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Plots treated with CP 50144 + MC4379 both at 1.5#/A had moderate stand
reduction, while plots treated with CP 50144 + RP 17623, both at 1.5#/A,
had Bevere stand reduction.
!
I I[ II
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)












WHEN* BU. --------------- CROP'"
APPLIED PER A. BROACLEAF GRASSY INJURY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
i , COBEX
2. AC 92,553 + BAY 94337
3. CGA 1C932 + BAY <;4337
4. TOLBAN
5. R-16C7 + BAY 94337
6. TBEHAN
7. BAS 3921H + 3517HfEPl
B. TREFLAN + SENCORIPREl
9. TREFLAN + SENCOR
10. A-820 + BAY 94337
0.5 PP I
1.25 + .375 PPI
1.0 + .375 RPI
1. a PPT






II. CGAI0832 + C63BfPREl 1.0 + 1.5




16. CP 50144 + MC 4379
17. LASSO + LOROX
ie, LASSO
19. L~ SSO + SENCOR
20. AC 92,558 + BAY 94337

















1.5 + 1.0 PRE
2.5 PRE
2.0 + .375 PRE
1.25 + .375 PRE
1.0 + .375 PRE
21. LASSO + BASAGRANfEP) 2.5 + 1.0 PRE
23. H 22234 + BAY 94337 1.5 + .375 PRE
14. HAND WEED

































































------ ------------- ----- ------ --- ----------- -_._-- ----------- ---------- ----- ------
0.6
0.4
•• WEED CONTROL RATING:















fCOMPLETE COVERAGE IMMEDIATELY AFTER PLANTI'
fPREPLANT INCORPORATED)
IEARLY peSTl
10 - COMPLETE CONIROL
o - NO CONTROL
10 - COMPLETE KILL















Wc~dControl Research Plot Data
Location: Powhattan Coope,ator:~. F. Sloan
2. Soil: Texture Silty Clay Loam pH 6.3 Organic Matter 2.8
3. Planting: Date 5/14 Rate 701f/ A • Depth 2" j.__ .-
i, • Crop Soybeans V:>riety Williams II'.
5. Ferti Ii zer ; pplied: N P K---_.
6. Seedbed Condition: (X ) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )-_ ..
7. Replications _______ 3 Plot SLze 10' X 30'
8. ca lIons of Spray per Acre 20 i~"lrrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 5/9
Preemergent 5/14 Early Post 6/5
10. Precipi ta don after planting: 5/23 - .69" 5/26 - .71", 5/28 - .53
11












12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant speci es, etc.)
Velvetleaf was predominant broadleaf.
Giant foxtail was predominant grass.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, at c , )
Treatment 20: After a brief. extremely high wind June 16, 25% of plants
were broken off at grown level.







---- ------ ------ -- ----- ------------------ - --------------------- ------_._--- - - - -- -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
L~S. WHO CCN TRoL RA T1NG**A. [ • WHEN* au. --------------------- CRf]P***~O. TR EA TI~EN T PER A' APPl[ EO PER A. BROACLEAF GRASSY INJURY-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
I• rrlBEX C.5 PP I 10.5 B.5 8.7 I .32. A-820 + RAY 94337 1.5 + .357 PP [ 14. I S.2 9.2 3.03. AC 92.553 + BAY 54331 1.25 + .315 PPI 17 .5 9.7 R. r 2.34. TnLBAN I. a PPI t a. 3 s, J. 9.3 I • r5. CGAIOS32 + C6313IPRFI 1.0 + 1.5 PPI IB.7 5.2 9.2 2.0
b. eGA L C 83 2 + lHY C;43~7 1.0 + .375 PPI 19.5 1 C. a 9.0 2.17. TREFLAN 1.0 PP I 20.0 5.5 9.3 1.3B. TREFLAN + SF NcrlR .75 + .375 PPI 21.6 9.2 9.5 3.09. TREFLAN + SE'KOR IPRE I .75 + .50 PP [ 22.0 10. a 9.7 I. 110. R-16Q7 + RAY 94337 2.5 + .375 PPI 22 .B 10.0 10.0 4.1
II• FAS 3921~ + }5l7HIEP) I. a + I. a PP I 23.2 1 c. C 9.3 2.0
12. SFNCOR 0.5 PR E 11.6 9.7 5.5 1.713- A~IBEN 1.0 PRE 12.5 6.7 5.5 1.714. LASSO ?5 PRE 14.4 ~.7 9.5 2.JIS. CP 50144 + MC 4379 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 1 5.4 1 C. C 9.2 4.7lb. CGA 24705 2.5 PRE 16.4 8.0 9.7 I. 7
L1. ~ 2?234 + BAY 943?? 1.5 + .375 PRE 19.6 S. C 9.3 2.7I R. LASSO + L,IROX 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 20.5 9.7 9.7 2.019. LA S Sf] + BASAGRANIEPI 2.5 + 1.0 PRE 21.0 9.7 9.5 2.310. IC 92.558 + 8AY 94337 I. 25 + .375 PRE 21.8 10. a 8.5 2.321 • LASSO + SENCoR 2.0 + .375 PRE 2? .2 8.3 9.1 1.7
22. PL L19 + A AY 94337 1.0 + .375 PRE 22.8 i c, C 8. 7 2.32) • CD 5CI44 + pp 17623 1.5 + 1." PRE ?3 .6 IOd 10.0 5.0
24. ~A~n WEFO
27. a 7. : 6. 8 I .725. ~o TREATMENT















.. \HED crNTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETF CCNTRllL
a - NO CONT ROL
... CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - COMPLETE KILL
a - Nfl INJURY
Heed Control Rc. earch plot Data
J.. Location: Ottawa, Kansas Cooperator: .Charles Knight
I
2. Soil: Texture Sicl pH ___ Organic Matter -, I
5/14/75 60/1/A • Depth 1. 5"
I
3. Planting: Date Rate I
4. Crop Soybeans Variety __ Columbua
j
- I
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 27/1 P 301/ K---- --' --
6. Seedbed Condition: (X ) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replica t ions 3 Plot Si~e 10' X 50' (harvested 5' X 50')
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert. II
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 5/14/7 5 I
Preemergent 5/14/75 Early Post 6/30/75
,
10. Precipi tation a fter planting: 5/23 - 2.90", 5/26 - 85" 5/27 - .55". ,
5/2.8 - 1.97", 5/29 - .06", 6/1 - 04" 6/3 - .6111, 6/8 - 80" 6/10 - .60" ,. , . ,
6/16 - 2.20" , 6/18 - .15" , 6/21- .25", 6/22-1. 45" , 7/8 - .02"
It. Date of Crop Injury Rating ; Weed Control Rating 8/7/75
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, ece , )
13. Date Harvested 10/13/75
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et c , )
All plots were overseeded with alfalfa screenings at planting time;
Predominant weed apecies were pigweed, velvet leaf, venice mallow,
foxtail, barnyardgrass, fall panicum, and prickly sida.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, et c , )
Heavy rains after planting resulted in plants emerging during three weeks. I'
A good stand was finally obtained, but waterlogged soil and nonuniform I
emergence made it impossible to determine if plant stress resulted from I
chemical injury or growing conditions.
16. Summarx: (Crop Yield)
Plot yields appeared to respond well to weed control this year. July and
early August were dry and some moisture stress occurred, but their early
planting and early growth permitted the soybeans to become sufficiently






OTT AWA-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.LBS. 'WEED CONTROL RAT lNG--
A. I. WHEN- BU. --------------------- CROP •••NO. TRFAT MENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY-------- ------------ -- ----- ---- ----- -------- ---- --------- -------------------------
1. eAS 3921H + 3517H(EP, 1.0 + 1.0 PPI 41.B 5.3 8.8 0.02. TOLBAN 1.0 PPI 43.4 4.3 6.3 0.01. (OBEX 0.5 PPI 49.2 4.3 8.3 0.0I 4. A-82a + 8AY '14337 1.5 + .351 PPI 4'1.7 6.0 7.3 0.0I 5. TREFLAN 1.a PPI 51.6 5.0 9.8 0.06. AC 92,553 + BAY 94337 1.25 + .315 PPI 53.1 8.8 9.1 0.0
Ii
1. CGAI0832 + C6313( PRE' 1.a + 1.5 PPI 53.6 6.7 8.8 0.08. CGA 10832 + BAY 94337 1.0 + .375 PPI 54.0 1. ] 8. a 0.09. TREFLAN + SENCOR .75 + .375 PPI 54.2 7.5 9.0 0.010. TREFLAN + SENCORIPRE' .15 + .50 PPI 5'1.7 7.1 10.0 0.0
1i. R-1601 + BAY 94331 2.5 + .315 PPI 60.0 e.7 9.3 0.0
L2. LASSC + LCROX 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 45.7 7.3 5.0 O. an, CGA 24705 2.5 PRE 45.7 6.0 9.0 0.014. CP 50144 + MC 4319 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 45.7 6. C 6.7 0.015. AMIBEN 3.0 PRE 46.6 5.7 7.7 0.016. SENCOR C.5 PRE 47.1 5.0 7.7 0.0
17. LASSO + BASAGRANI EP' 2.5 + 1.0 PRE 47.6 9.0 7.0 0.018. CP 50144 + RP 17623 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 50.7 7.7 9.0 0.019. H 22234 + BAY 94337 1.5 + .375 PRE 50.8 e.2 8.8 0.020. AC 92,55B + BAY 94337 1.25 + .375 PRE 51.0 7.0 6.3 0.011. LASSO 2.5 PRE ~l.3 6.7 7.3 0.0
22. LASSO + SENCOR 2.0 + .375 PRE 52.6 8.8 8.2 0.023. EL 119 + BAY 94337 1.0 + .315 PRE 54.0 8.5 6.0 0.0
24. HANO WEED 52.4 10.0 10.0 0.025. NO TREATMENT 30.3 C.C 0.0 0.0----------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
TEST AVERAGES
r.v.o , 1.051 4'1.7B.1
6.1
3.2 O.QlIS---------- ------------ ----- ---- ------ ------- ----------- ------ ---------_ ....---------
• WHEN APPLIED: PRE
PPI
EP
ICCMPLETE COVERAGE AFTER PLANTING)
IPREPLANT INCORPORATED)
lEARLY POST!
•• WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - (UMPLETE CCNTROL
o - NO CCNTROL
••• CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - CCMPLETE KILL
a - NO INJURY
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2. Soil: Texture _..;S;.:i;.:l;.:t...;L:.;o:;.;am=__ pH __ ....;..7;...1__ Organic Matter 1.8
_..::B;;e..::1..::1.:;;ev,:.i;:;.;1:;:1;.;;e;....__ Cooperator :_~-=R.:.;.~J-=•....;;R:;:a.:.;ne;;;y~ _Location:
3. Planting: Date _o;5:4{;:.29~ Rate 1~ inches apart 2"Depth
4. Crop _..:Si.l0"'ly""b~e~a:::n:::s Vari ety _.::C:.::u:.::t~l;;;:e;.r...:..71=- _
5.
6. Seedbed Condi t ion: ( x) Exce llent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor (
Fertilizer Applied: N . P K _
)
7. Replications .;.3 _ 10' X 30'Plot Size _::.:........:;...:...:... _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 5/19
Preemergent 6/5 Early Post 7/2
10. Precipitation after planting: May - 1.58 June - 6.36
July - 0.29 August - 3.38 Sept. - 1. 51
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating ___ ; Weed Control Rating 7/22, 10/13
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, S07.·headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested 1"'O'-J.{...:t:.::3~ _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, et e , )









BELLEVillE------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lBS. WEED CC/liUCl RATING·.
A. r, WHEN. BU. --------------------- CROP**.NO. TR EATMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROAOlEAF GRASSY INJURY----------------------------------------------------------------------------
I. TREFlAN + SENCORIPREl .15 + .50 PPI 12.5 7.0 9.7 0.02. CGAIOB32 + C6313lPREl 1.0 • 1.5 PP I 13.3 7.3 10. a 0.01. R-1607 + BAY 94337 2.5 + .375 PPI 13.3 8.0 9.0 0.04. AC 92,553 + BAY 94337 1.25 + .315 PPI 15.a 1.7 10.0 0.05. CGA 10832 + BAY 94337 1.0 + .375 PPI 15.8 6.1 9.7 0.0
6. TREFlAN + SENCOR .75 + .375 PPI 18.3 8. a 10. a 0.01. T~EFLAN 1.0 PPI 18.3 1.0 9.3 0.08. BAS 3921H + 3517HIEPl 1.a + 1.0 PPI 18.3 7.3 9.3 0.09. COBEX 0.5 PP I 20.0 6.0 9.0 0.010. A-820 + BAY 94337 1.5 + .351 PPI 20.0 8.0 10.0 0.0
11• TOLBAN 1.0 PP I 26.6 6.0 9.3 0.0
12. SENCOR 0.5 PRE 10.8 8.0 9.0 0.013. lASSO + SENCOR 2.0 + .375 PRE 12.5 8.0 9.3 0.014. AC 92,558 + BAY 94331 1.25 • .315 PRE 14.1 7.0 9.3 0.015. El 119 + 8AY 94337 1.0 + .315 PRE 15.0 8.3 9.1 0.016. H 22234 + BAY 94331 1.5 + .315 PRE 15.8 8.0 9.3 0.0
17. LASSO 2.5 PRE 18.3 6.1 9.3 0.018. CP 50144 + RP 11623 1.5 • 1.5 PRE 18.3 1.•3 9.3 0.019. LASSO + LOROX 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 20.B 7.0 9.3 0.020. CP 50144 + MC 4379 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 20.8 7. a 9.3 0.0?l. LASSO + BASAGRANIEPI 2.5 + 1.a PRE 20.8 8.3 8.3 0.0
~2.CGA 24705 2.5 PRE 25.8 6.3 9.3 0.023. AM re EN 3.0 PRE 26.6 7.0 8.3 0.0










• WHEN APPLIED: PRE
PPI
EP
(COMPLETE COVERAGE AFTER PLANTINGl
(PREPLANT INCORPORATEDl
(EARLY PCSTl
•• WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE ceNTROl
a - NO CONTROL
••• CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - COMPLETE KIll
o - NO INJURY
23
1_------------------
1. Location: Rossville Cooperator: Jerry Axthelm
2. Soi1: Texture Sandy loam pH 5.5 Organic Matter 1.0
3. Planting: Date 6/12/75 Rate 60 lb/A Depth 1 1/2"
4. Crop Soybeans Variety Williams
5. Fertilizer Applied: N P K
Weed Control Research Plot Data
I
I
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications ____ 3::.- Plot Size __ -'1::0::.'~X~3~0:..' _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 6/12/75
Preemergent 6/12/75 Early Post 7/3/75
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/17 - .37", 6/19 - .06", 6/22 - 2.00"
Irrigation: 7/8 - 1.22" 7/17 - 1. 50" 7/23 - 1. 59"
7/29 - 1.50" 8/5 - 1. 54" 8/12 - 1.51"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/24/75; Weed Control Rating 7/14/75
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested 10/20/7 5
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et.c,}
Both grassy and broadleaf weed stands were extremely light with considerable.
variation.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Crop injury was generally light with no reduction in stand. crop injury
was not reflected in yield.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
Soybean yield was good with a test average of 49 bu/A. There were no
highly significant differences in yield other than the no-treatment plot
















LAS. WEED CeNTRGL RATING'.
A. I. WHEN' 8U. ----------------- CROP''''
PER A. APPLIED PER~. AROAOLEAF GRASSY INJURY
- --- -- --- --,----- ---- -------- --- ---------- ----- ----------- -------------------------
I. COREX
2. AAS 3921H t 3')17HlFP)
~. TREFLAN
4. AC 92,553 + BAY 94337
5. R-1607 t BAY 94337·
6. TP~FLAN t SfNClRIPREl
7. A-820 + HAY 94337
8. CGAI0832 t C6H3(PRFl
9. TREFLAN t SE~COR
10 .• TC!L~AN
C.5 PPI
1.0 t 1.0 PPI
1.0 PPI
1.25 t .375 PPI











II. CGA 10832 tRAY 94337 1.0 t .375 PRI
12. AMIHEI~
13. LASSO
14. LASS') t LOPIJX
15. AC 92,558 tRAY q4337
16. H 22234 t AAY 94337
17. srNCOR
18. lASSCJ t SFNCUD
19. LASSU t BASAGRANIEP)
20. CP 50144 t OR 17623
21. CP ')0144 t ·~c4379
22. EL t t s t BAY 943i7





1.5 t 1.0 PRE
1.25 t .375 PRE
1.5 t .375 PRE
0.5 PRE
2.0 t .375 PRE
2.5 t 1.0 PRE
1.5 t 1.5 PRE
1.5 + 1.5 PRE






































































,. WEED (ONT~nL RATING:
I
I









(COMPLETE COVE~AGE IMMEDIATELY AFTER Pl4NTING
IPREPLANT I~CGRPORATFDI
IEARLY PCST)
10 - CIl'1PLETF CONT~OL
o - NO CONTROL
10 - CD"1PLtTF KILL




















6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size __ -,1~0~'-!.x~3!.!01..' _




8/17 - .90" ____
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
rreemergent 6/26/75 Early Post
10. flrecipi ta ti-on after planting: 7/29 - .15"
8/13 - 1.60" 8/14 - .80"







11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 8/18/75; Weed Control Rating _...;8~/~1::::8:.!./.:..7~5_~_
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested 9/25/74
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et c i )
Plot area was over seeded with alfalfa seed screenings. Predominant weed
species were pigweed, morningglory, crabgrass, and foxtail spp , Lack of
precipitation after planting and treating resulted Ln poor weed populations
and poor weed control.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, et c , )
There was no detectable crop injury.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
Yields were below normal for Kansas from lack of precipitation during










LBS. WEED CCNHOL RAT ING**A. r. WHEN. BU. --------------------- CROP***NO. lREATMENT PER A. APPl! ED PER A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY--------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
I. PROPAlI~E 2.5 PPI 54.4 6.3 7.6 0.02. ATRAllNE 2.0 PPJ 57.2 6.8 B.7 0.03. IGRAN 2.4 PPI 56.6 8.5 8.8 0.04. IGRAN • PROPA liNE 1.6 • 0.8 PP I 60.1 8.8 8.8 0.05. IGRAN • ATRAllNE 1.6 • 0.8 PPI 62.2 B.5 8.8 0.0
6. H 101lFLl IATRAlINE I 2.0 PRE 50.3 7.3 0.0 0.01. IGRAN 2.4 PRE 50.5 4.2 3.5 0.08. SOI54IBIWP) • RAMROD 1.4 ... 3.5 PRE 51.3 4.0 8.2 0.0g. RAMROD 4.0 PRE 52.4 5.3 7.7 0.010. H 1001 liP) IArRAllNEI 2.0 PRE 53.1 6.5 1.7 0.0
1 1 • MC 4379(4F) • RAM ROO 1.5 • 3.0 PRE 53.6 5.3 6.5 0.012. MC43 7';(601lP).RAMROD 3.0 ... 5.0 PRE 55.7 7.5 8.5 0.013. IGRAN • PROPA liNE 1.6 • 0.6 PRE 56.0 6.0 3.8 0.014. HRAllNE 2.0 PRE 51.0 8.0 I. a 0.015. MC43 HI 8e1lP).RAMROD 1.6 • 3.0 PRE 51.6 4.6 7.5 0.016. PRoPAllNE 2.4 PRE 57.9 5.2 3.3 0.011. S015418( liP)• GS30028 1.25 • 1.25 PRE 56.1 5.3 0.7 0.018. IGRAN .ATRAlINE 1.6 • 0.8 PRE 56.4 6.7 3.7 0.019. RAMRDD/ATRAlINE 4.14 PRE 59.6 7.2 7.3 0.020. LOROX • RAMROD 1.0 • 3.0 PRE 60.3 7.7 7.7 0.021. H IDoII/P) IATRAlI NE) 2.0 EP 50.6 6.0 0.0 0.012. ATRAllNE (411 2.0 EP 51.8 4.8 0.0 0.0
23. H 101 (H) (ATRAZlNEJ 2.0 PRE 48.6 7.7 I.a 0.0
24. HAND WEED




• WHEN APPLIEO: PRE
PPI
EP
ICO~PlETE CG~ERAGE AFTER PLANTING)
IPREPlANT INCORPORATED)
IEARlY PCST)
•• WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE CCNTROl
a - NO CONT ROl
••• CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - COMPLETE Kill
a - NO INJURY
27
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Exce11ent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
WeedControl Research Plot Data
__ P~o...w..h ..a :t ...ta_n Cooperator :_ ..R::.:-._F_._S_l_o_a_n _
2. Soil: Texture Silty clay 10ampH_..;;6:';'.:;2 Organic Matter _2_._8 ~
1. Location:
3. Planting: Date __ ;:.:6/....;6:.-__ Rate 1 seed every 4" Depth 1.5"
4 C Grain Sorghum V i t Pioneer 8311• rap ...;::.:.:=~~~:::.. ar e y ~..::=::...:.:::.;::::.- ,
5. Fertilizer Applied: N __ 9_1 p __ 2_7 K _
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 x 30
8. Ga110ns of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 6/5
Preemergent 6/6 Early Post 6/27
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/9 - 2.11" 6/11 - .99" , 6/12 - .01"
6/16 - .13" 6/17 - .09" 6/18 - 2.27"
6/19 - •03" 6/22 - 1.26" 6/23 - .03"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating ; WeedControl Rating 6/30, 10/24
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50%headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested
14.' Summary: (WeedControl - predominant species, et.c , }
Pigweed, velvetleaf, crabgrass, foxtail spp. were present.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, ·1lL.C.)






pUWHATHN--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LBS. WEED CON TROL RATlNG**A.I. WHEN* BU. --------------------- CRDp-,.NO. TRFATMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BRIJAOLEAF GRASSY INJURY-----------------------------~----------------------------------------------------
1• (GRAN 2.4 PI'( 82.6 IC. a 3.7 1.02. ATRAlINE 2.0 1'1'1 85.2 10.0 9.5 2.01. IGRAN t ATRU INE 1.6 t 0.8 I'l'l 85.5 B.5 9.1 1.04. IGRAN t pROPAlINE 1.6 t 0.8 I'l'l 87.4 10.0 7.2 1.05. pROPA 11NE 2.5 1'1'1 B7.4 lCJ .0 9.5 I.7
6. (GRAN 2.4 PRE 80.0 10.0 7.3 1.07. SO154181 WI')t GS30028 1.25 t 1.25 PRE 82.6 9.8 10.0 3.38• pRopn INE 2.4 pRE 85.2 <;.8 10.0 I•a9. H to i r st : IATRAlINE) 2.0 PRE 88.4 10.0 10.0 2.710. MC 437914FJ t RAMROD 1.5 t 3.0 pRE 88.5 10.0 9.7 1.3





* WHEN APPLIED: PRE
pp!
Ep
(COMPLETE C()VERA~E IMMECIATELY AFTER PLANTING.(pREpLANT INCORPOR~TEDI
(EARLY POST)
" WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - CCMpLETE CCNTRCL
a - NO CONTROL
••• CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - CCMPLETF KILL
C - 'JO INJURY
29
Wc~dControl Research reot Data
1- Location: Ottawa' Kansas Cooperator: ,Charles Knliht I
2. Soil: Texture Sicl pH __ :-- Organic Matter -- I1
3. Planting: Date 6/30/75 Rate 4.511/A Depth
1.0" j"- . II
I, • Crop Grain Sorghum Variety Pioneer 878 - - --. ;
5. Fcrtili zer Applied: N 12711 P 3011 K 0..- -.
6. Seedbed Condition: ( ) Excelle.'t ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( X) dry .-
1
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10' x 50' (harvested 5' x 50')
30
.1
8. Ga llons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( X) Water ( ) Fert. :---
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplmt Incorporated 6/30/75
Preemergent 7/1/75 Early Post 7/28/75
10. Precipitation after planting: 7/8 - .02", 7/19 - .32", 7/24 - .06"
8/13 - .75" 8/14 -2.80" 8/17 - .15"-- - II
8/19 - .02" 8/28 - .55" I
. 11. Date of Crop Injury Rating -- ; Weed Control Rating 10/10/75
:2. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, et c , ) -- Iii
Date lldrvested ~1=1!.:./1::::8:!../.:..7.::5 • _
Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, e t c s ) I
All plots were overseeded with alfalfa screenings at planting time, but 11'










Dry weather caused poor emergence and a very poor stand of grain sorghum
in most of the plots. No stand reduction could be directly attributed
to chemical damage.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield) I
Crop yields were very low and variable as a result of poor stand and dry ~
soil conditions. About 1/3 of the seed did not germinate until after the
















hEED CC~TRCl RATING ••
WHEN. au. ------------------- __ CROP•••
APPLIED PER A. BRCHLEAF GRASSY INJURY~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
1. PROPAlINE
2. HRAllNE
J. IGRAN + PRCPAliNE
4. IGRAN + ATRAlINE
5. IGRAN
6. (GRAN




11. H IOOIWPI (ATRAIINEI
12. IGRAN + PRGPAlI NE
13. IGRAN + ATRAIINE
14. H IOIIFL) (ATRAZINEI
15. LOROX + RAMROD
16. PRCPAlINE
11. SDI541B(WP) + GS3002B
u, RAMROO
19. MC 437914FI + RAI'ROO
10. MC4379( 80hPI +RAMROD
II. H 1001 HPI IATRAIINEI
12. ATRAIINE 1411
I











































































































TEsT A ~ERAGES ~:.3 1.3
L.S.D. (.05) N5 2.4f--------------------------------------------------- _
• WHEN APPL lEO:
•• WEED CCNTROL RATING:

































(COMPLETE C(~ERAGE AFTER PLA~TINGI
I PREPL ANT INCORPORATED I
(EARLY PeST)
10 - COMPLETE CONTROL
a - NO C(NUDL
10 - CCMPLETE KILL





WeedControl Research Plot Data
1. Location: Belleville Cooperator:
R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silt Loam pH 7.1 Organic Matter
3. Planting: Date 5{27 Rate 6 inches apart Depth
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety Pioneer 8311
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 73 P 24 K
6. Seedbed Condition: ( x ) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
1 inch
6
7. Replications __ ....;3:.- Plot Size __ ::.10;;...'....;x.;...;3;.;0:..' _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _-:;;2..;,0__ Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated ~5~/~1~9~ ___
Preemergent 6/12* Early Post .::6:./::.:12=-- _
July - 0.29 August - 3.38 Sept. - .56 ,,
I
10 •. Precipitation after planting: May - 2.90· June - 6.36
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 10/16; Weed Control Rating 7.;./_7 _
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50%headed, et.e, )
13. Date Harvested _--'1~0:J..../;:16~ _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
* Wet weather delayed application. Plants were up.
I
I
;:)15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
16. Sununary: (Crop Yield)
32
I....






-------LBS. IIEED CONT ROL RATING ••A.I. WHEN. BU. --------------------- CROP*••NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROADLEAF GRASSV INJURY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. (GRAN 2.4 PPI 6.1 2.7 3.3 0.02. PROPAllNE 2.5 PPI B.5 1.1 1.3 0.0.3. IGRAN + PROPAllNE 1.6 + 0.8 PPI 10.I 5.C 1.a 0.04. 1GRAN + ATRAliNE 1.6 + 0.8 PPI 11.6 4.1 3.3 0.05. ATRAllNE 2.a PPI 12.3 9. a 2.0 0.06. ATRAllNE 2.0 PRE 15.5 9.0 1.1 0.01. MC43 79/BOIIP1 +RAMROD 1.6 + 3.0 PRE 11.1 ~.o 2.0 0.08. RAIIRGO 4.0 PRE 19.8 6.1 3.3 0.09. IGRAN + PROPAlINE 1.6 + 0.8 PRE 24.5 9.0 8.0 0.010. IGRAN 2.4 PRE 26.5 8.0 9.0 0.0
11. PROPAllNE 2.4 PRE 21.7 9.0 3.1 0.012. H 100/WPI (ATRAlINEI 2.0 PRE 29.2 1.1 1.3 0.013. RAMROD/ATRAli HE 4.14 PRE 31.4 9.0 4.0 0.014. LOROX + RAMROD 1.a + 3.a PRE 31.5 8.3 8.1 0.015. IGRAH + ATRAlINE 1.6 + 0.8 PRE 32.0· 8.0 9.3 0.016. MC 4319/4F) + RAMROD 1.5 + 3.0 PRE 32.2 10.a 4.0 0.011. SD15418/IIPI+ GS30028 1.25 + 1.25 PRE 33.0 9.0 4.3 0.018. H lOllFll (ATRAlINE) 2.0 PRE 34.2 9.0 3.0 0.019. MC4319 /80llPI +RAMROD 3.0 + 5.0 PRE 34.9 9.1 4.3 0.0zo, SDI5418lWPl + RAMROD 1.4 + 3.5 PRE 38.1 9.0 1.0 0.021. H 100/WP) lATRAlINE) 2.0 EP 20.5 9. a 2.1 0.022. HRAlINE /411 2.0 EP 24.6 9.3 3.0 0.0Z3. H 101 (Fll (ATRAlINEI 2.0 PRE 22.6 9. a 4.3 0.024. HND WEED 33.6 9.1 8.1 0.025. NO TREATMENT 10.0 4.3 2.3 0.0----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST AVERAGES
L. S.D. /.051 23.515.1 8. C2.2 0.0NS..._----------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------- ----- ...
• WHEN APPLIED: PRE
PPI
EP
(CO~PLETE CCVERAGE AFTER PLANTING)
(PREPLANT INCORPORATED)
/EARLY POST)
•• WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE CCNTROL
o - NO CONTROL
••• CROP HJURY RATING: 10 - CCHPLETE KIll
C - NO INJURY
p
WeedControl Research Plot Data
1. Location: Belleville Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silt Loam pH 7.1 Organic Matter
3. Planting: Date 6/12 Rate 6 inches apart Depth
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety DeKalb F-6l
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 73 P 24 K 0
6. Seedbed Condition: ( x) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
1.8
1"
1. Replications __ --'3'- Plot Size _....;1~0~'~x~3:::0_' _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _-=2,;;0__ Carrier: (x) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated .....N~o,!.!n~e'- _
Preemergent _~6~/~1~3 __ Early Post None
10. Precipitation after planting: June - 3.81 July - 0.29
August - 3.38 Sept. - 1.51
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 10/20; Weed Control Rating .-,;.7.:../~2~1__
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested 10/20




15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.) I











WEEO C(HTRtl RATING ••
WHEN. BU. ----------------- CROP•••
APPLIED PER A. 8ROADLEAF GRASSY INJIJlY----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I. SD15~18IWPI + GS30028




6. H 10lCFlI (ATRAZINEI
7. IGRAN • ATRAZINE
8. RAMAOO/ATRAZINE
9. IGRAN + PROPAZINE
10. MC 4379(4FI + RAMROD
II. MC4379lBOWPI +RAMROD
12. H 100lWPI IATRAZlNEJ
13. lGRAN
Ih RAMROD
15. LOROX + RAMROD
16. ATRAZlNE I~LI 2.0
17. H 100lWPI (ATRAZlNEI 2.0








1.25 + 1.25 PRE
I.~ + 3.5 PRE
2.~ PRE


























































































•• WEED CeNTRCL RATING:









10 - CCMPLETE CeNTRC~
o - NO CONTROL
ICOMPLETE CC~ERAGE AFTER PLANTINGI
IEARL Y POSH
10 - COMPLETE Kill
o - NO INJURY
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II
WeedControl Research plot Data
1. Location: Hutchinson Cooperator: w. A. Moore.
2. Soil: Texture C1ark-Ost C1 pH 6.2 Organic Matter
2.1
"
3. Planting: Date 6/30/75 Rate 3.0 1b/A Depth 1. 5"
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety ACCO1019 -
5. Fertilizer Applied: N ° P ° K 0
6. Seedbed Condition: (X)Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10' x 30'
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: ( x ) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: l'rep1ant Incorporated 6130/75
Preemergent 6/30/75 Early Post
10. Precipitation after planting: July - .25" August -3.71"
Sept. 1.07"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 10/30/75; Weed Control Rating 10/30/75
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc. ) -- I
13. Date Harvested 10/30/75
:i.
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et cv )
Population of weeds was extremely low.
Weed control was excellent.
I
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc. )
I
No detectable injury. I
.1
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)












WEED CONTROL RATING ••.
WHEN. BU. ----------------- CROP •••









3. IGRAN + PRCPAlINE



























21. ATRAlINE 1411 2.0
22. H 1001WP) IATRAZINEI 2.0





1.6 + 0.8 PPI












































































































•• WEED CONTROL RATING:














10 - COMPLETE CONTROL











10 - CCMPLETE KILL
















1. Location: Southwest Kansas Cooperator: t Marvin Lundquis t
We&dControl Research Plot Data
2. Soil: Texture Silty Clay LoampH 6.8 Organic Matter
1.5
3. Planting: Date 6/4/75 Rate 20,000/A Depth
1"
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety Dorado M
5. Ferti 11zer Applied: N 45 P K
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10' x 40'
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _.:2:;:0__ Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
Preemergent _..::..6/:..4.:.:/~7..:.5 _ Early Post --=6:,;./;;.20;.,:/;.,;7c.,;;5_
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/6 - 1.52 6/7 - .10
6/8 - .04 6/19 - .22 6/20 - .03
6/21 - 1. 04 _..::6,:"./::;22 :--....::.;1.:.;0:::,06~/.::.2:3 -.......:• ::10::...._~6L:/2;,;:4_-.......:.,,;;31:.-
10/21/75_______ ; Weed Control Rating11. Date of Crop Injury Rating
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, et c , )
13. Date Harvested 10/21/75
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Predominant grass was annual Lovegrass
Predominant broadleafs were smooth and rough pigweed.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Ramrod: some emergence difficulty; emergence problem in conjunction with
crusting.
Banvel caused onion top twisting.
16. Summarx: (Crop Yield)
Yields average due to lack of rainfall from mid-July on. Also a reflection•l
of weed competition and herbicide injury. I
38







LAS. WEED CONTROL RATlNG**A • I • W!iEN" AU. --------------------- CflnpJJ:»*NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROACLEAF GRASSY INJURY---- -- -- -;.,. ------ ----- - ---- -- --- -- ----- -- -- ---- --- -- ------- -- -- ----- ----- - ---- -----
I• lfoRAN 2.0 PRE 13.6 3.7 4.0 1.32. IGR\N • PKOpA 1I NE 1.6 • .4 PRE 26.8 5.0 4.1 1. a3. RAMRflD • 2,4-D(EPI 4.0 • .5 PRE 14.7 8.3 9.1 3.04. IGRAN 1 2.0 PRF "37.1 7.7 8.1 1.35. IGRAN • PROpA HNE 1 1.6 • .4 PRE 41.3 9.0 9.0 1.0
6. RAMRflD • 2,4-0(Epl 1 4.0 • .') PRE 42.2 9.1 10.0 3.07. pROpA1INE 2.0 PRE 46.5 8,') 1.0 1.08. RA~ROD/ATRAI [Ne 3.45 PRE 48.7 8.C 10.0 2.09. RAMRI]O/ATRAZINE 1 3.45 PRE 49.2 9.7 10.0 2.010. RAMROD 1 4.0 PRE 49.6 5.7 1.0 2.:.1
I 1. PAMRDQ 4.0 PRE 50 .6 5.7 8.3 2.012 • PROP41INE 1 2.0 PRE s 3. 7 10. C 10.0 4.0
13. AA ~VE L .25 EP 11.4 6.0 2.3 5.014. 2. 4- ~ .5 Ep 25.0 5. C 5.3 2.0I5. eA~VEL 1 .15 fp 37 .4 e.7 5.3 5.016. 2. 4- D 1 .~ EP 40.3 9.0 6.7 2.017 • ATRA UNE • OIL 1.5 • QT. EP 46.7 s, 3 6.3 1 .3
IA • ATRA'INf • UIL 1 1. 5 • 1. QT. EP 47.0 10.0 10.0 1.3
19. NO TRF ATMENT
6.6 1.3 5. \.1 1. J20. NO TREATMENT





-- -- - - -- ------ --- --- - -- -- - ----- --- - -- ---- - ---- ----- -- -- --- --- - --- --- ----- - -- -- ----
~ ',;~FN APPl lEO: PRE
EP
(COMPLETE COVERAGE AFTER PLANTI~GI
(EARLY POSTI
39
~~ WEED CCNTROL RATING:
10 - CCl1PlETF CENTROl
C - N,J CON TROL
.'* OROI' I~JURY RATING: 10 - CCMPLETE KILL
C - '10 INJURY
JL _
u----------------------- ---
Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Sandy land Cooperator: IenEyck and Rahn
2. Soil: Texture pH Organic Matter
3. Planting: Date 6/5 Rate seed every 2" Depth
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety DeKalb E59
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 78 P 46 K a
6. Seedbed Condition: (X ) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10' x 30'
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X ) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
Preemergent June 5 Early Post
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/6 - .35" 6/8 - .85"
6/12 - i13" 6/16 - .87" 6/21 - •70"
6/22 - •46" 6/24 - .51" 6/27 - .14"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating ; Weed Control Rating
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, et c ,) _
13. Date Harvested _~O~c~t~0~b:':ec!:r_=1~6~!_=1:.9!..7:.5 • _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Predominant species were crabgrass and pigweed.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, ~tc.)






,;~A I N SORGHUM 1915
STJOHN--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LAS. WEEe GCNnOl RAT ING**
A. I. WHE \l '" AU. --------------------- cPopo ..Ne. TRrATMF~T PER A. APPlIEr) PER A. Al<ilAOl EAF GRA SSY INJURY-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
I• IGR>.N W If) 2.0 PPE 56.2 3.0 0.0 0.0
2. IGR AN • RL")EX \,/0 2.0 • 4.0 Po E 67.9 2.0 5.0 0.0
I J • IGR ~N • PRnp. «r» 2.J • 4. a PRE 72.6 5.0 2.3 0.04. J GRAN • ~L ADEX "/0 1. b • 4.0 PRF 77.1 2.3 3.CJ 0.05. [l;r~.\'J • ~L An F x wn 2.0 • 4.0 PR,~ 8-1-.5 8.2 1.7 0.0
6. IGR AN "11 2.0 PRE 86.1 5.3 7.3 0.0
7 • IGR '\N • RLA,JEX WIt 2. a + 4. a PRE 8Q.4 7.2 8.3 0.0g. IGP.4N • AIPA. '01/2 2.0 • 4.0 PRF 91.6 E. 7 5.3 0.09. [;'Q.J\N • ATR A. "II 2.0 + 4.0 PRE 92.3 8.5 8.2 0.0
10. reRAN • ATR~. 'if a 2.0 '+ 4.0 PRE S4.7 8. a 6.8 G.O
Il. [(,I:' I\N • HLAnEX WO 1.6 • 4.0 PRE 94.9 3.3 8.0 0.0
12 • rr,~/\N • pq,iJD. WI' 2.0 + 4.0 prE 96.8 10.1) 9.5 0.0
[1. IGP,\N + PROD. "II 2.0 + 4.0 PRE 96 .R 8.3 5.5 0.0
lIt. L;~ hN t RL\iJEX W/l 1.6 • 4. a PRE g9.Q 7.5 7.3 0.0t5. IGRA '\I WI2 2.0 PPE 101.6 8.8 6.0 0.0
16 • ~A'JI) WEFO '410 1O? 7 I O. a Q.2 0.017. H~N[) "IFEe "Ill 106. I 1 O. C 9.2 0.0
Ig. H~'J[) WEEO ..I? 100.8 10.1) 8.8 I) .0
1Q. NO TOFAT.~ENT ./0 22.6 G. G 0.0 0.0
J O. Nrl To UT'1f:NT 1\/1 23.3 G.G 0.0 0.0







~------ - - --- -- --- ----- --- -- - --- --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - -- --- - ---- --- ----- ----------
WHFN ~PPllEI): ~CRE ((C"!PLETE (OVERAGE IM~ECIATFLY AFTER PLANTING
1C - (O,~PLE TE (CNTROL
a - NO (ONTROL
?,.- UOP INJURY RATING: 10 - CC~PLET~ ~ILl
C - '.'1 INJURY
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